C4252 CHARLIE’S ANGELS  (USA, 2000)
(Other titles: Los angeles de Charlie; Gli angili di Charlie; Aniolki Charliego; Charlie et ses droles de dames; Charlie jevi angelcki; Drei Engel fur Charlie)

Credits: director, McG (i.e. Joseph McGinty Nichol) ; writers, Ryan Rowe, Ed Solomon, John August.
Cast: Cameron Diaz, Drew Barrymore, Lucy Liu, Bill Murray, Sam Rockwell.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in contemporary California. The ‘angels’ (Diaz, Barrymore and Liu) are three young women employed by the Charles Townsend Detective Agency of Beverly Hills. They are respectively: Natalie, the sunny girl next door who is a demon behind the wheel; Dylan, the wild child, fearless and street-smart; and Alex, the sophisticated beauty who is unstoppable with a laptop. They are assigned to find Eric Knox (Rockwell), a quirky young computer whiz who has been kidnapped. His valuable software may have found its way into the wrong hands. Along with Charlie’s point man, the lovable, bumbling Bosley (Murray), the Angels rush into action. Things, however, are not what they first seemed. Knox is the son of a former Green Beret who was killed in Vietnam. Charlie (voice of John Forsythe) was in the same unit. Knox blames Charlie for his father’s death and is seeking revenge, hoping to draw the reclusive Charlie out into the open.
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